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Supply Chain Finance, as a new financing pattern, has been arousing general attentions of scholars at home and 
abroad since its publication. This paper describes the author’s understanding towards supply chain finance, makes 
classification of its business patterns in China from different perspectives, analyzes the existing problems and 
deficiencies of the business patterns, and finally puts forward the notion of building a visualization platform to 
innovate the business operation patterns and risk control modes of domestic supply chain finance. 
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1. Introduction 
Supply chain finance, presently, has no standard definition. In 2007, it was the essential business 
growth point for international banks in the field of liquidity loans; also, its development was in the 
ascendant in China. Due to its different generating backgrounds at home and abroad, there is a certain bias 
in people’s understanding of the supply chain finance. At abroad, scholars tend to consider it as a 
financing solution based on electronic technology which may realize the publicity and verification of such 
data information flow as orders and invoices to provide financing for supply chain members [2, 4,10]. 
However, Chinese scholars consider it as the “1+N” mode customized for small and medium-sized 
enterprises (SMEs) by banks in the supply chain, aiming to get rid of the financing difficulties for the 
upstream and downstream supporting enterprises of the core enterprises.[5-8] 
The supply chain finance business in China is mainly built on the basis of financing needs from SMEs: 
on one hand, for lack of fixed assets used for mortgage and due to the imperfect financial system, it is 
difficult for SMEs in China to get bank financing through traditional channels, so the cash flow gap is 
enormous; on the other, the traditional finance market is fiercely competitive, so the commercial banks 
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gain meager profits. Compared with the traditional bank financing, the supply chain finance business in 
China refers to credit bundled to the core enterprises as well as such risk prevention methods and 
technology as control of goods or credit ownership of financed enterprises. From different perspectives, 
the supply chain finance business may be divided into different patterns. However, among these patterns, 
there are some existing problems which restrain the further development of bank supply chain finance; 
also, redundancy procedures and post-loan operations to prevent risks have resulted in high cost to banks. 
Therefore, this paper has put forward the notion of building a visualization platform to innovate the 
business patterns of supply chain finance in China, aiming to reduce the risks and cost in carrying out 
businesses of the supply chain finance. 
2. Classification of Business Patterns of Domestic Supply Chain Finance 
Supply chain finance is a large financing category. From different angles, the business patterns of 
supply chain finance can be divided into different types: 
 From the angle of customer 
Taking the manufacturers’ supply chain for example, one supply chain at least includes the following 
nodes: suppliers, the core enterprises (i.e. manufacturers), distributors and end users. In this supply chain, 
all enterprises have financing needs and can be the banks’ customers. From this angle, the business 
patterns of supply chain finance may be divided into financing by suppliers, financing by the core 
enterprises and financing by distributors. Generally, the financing by core enterprises still adopts the 
traditional financing mode, and banks grant the credit after evaluating the financial status and 
management status of such enterprises. 
 From the angle of risk-borne subject 
Supply chain finance is different from the traditional bank financing. Under the new financing pattern, 
SMEs are the main target customers of the banks. In practice, in order to prevent credit risk for providing 
SMEs with financing, banks generally require the core enterprises to provide guarantee for their 
supporting enterprises. However, under certain financing products, the banks require no credit bundled 
between SMEs and the core enterprises. Therefore, according to different risk-borne subjects, the business 
patterns of supply chain finance may be divided into the risk borne by the core enterprises and by the 
supporting enterprises. 
The pattern that the core enterprises bear actual risks is also known as the “1+N” financing pattern. 
Also, the core enterprises may assume the associated guarantee liability for the suppliers and distributors 
in the chain. For instance, when the suppliers purchase raw materials for the core enterprises, the core 
enterprises may promise to make the directional payment; or when the distributors demand bank financing 
while buying the goods from the core enterprises, the core enterprises may undertake the buy-back 
guarantee responsibility and unsold refund commitment. 
Regarding the pattern of risk borne by the supporting enterprises, the banks will choose to control the 
ownership of goods or accounts receivable to prevent risks. 
 From the angle of the cash flow gap 
For a supply chain in the manufacturing industry, the cash flow gap occurs during the period of 
generating accounts receivable, paying prepayments and stock warehousing and takes up a large 
proportion in the manufacturing and service operation period, as shown in Fig.1. 
1) During the period of generating accounts receivable: the cash flow gap mainly occurs during the 
period between “stock sold” and “cash received” by the supplier. During the period, the core 
manufacturing enterprises often have a payment term and, by virtue of their strength, delay or default in 
payment, which has caused insufficient funds to suppliers.  
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2) During the period of paying prepayment: the cash flow gap mainly occurs during the period of 
paying prepayment by the distributors. During this period, the core enterprises generally require the 
distributors to pay prepayment before delivering goods, while the distributors often don’t have enough 
liquidity. 
3) During the period of stock warehousing: the cash flow gap mainly occurs during the period of “paid 
in cash” and “stock sold” by the upstream and downstream supporting enterprises. During this period, the 
supporting enterprises will be confronted with cash flow trouble for too many stocks that take up a lot of 
liquidity due to fluctuation in sales. 
Based on the said three periods when the cash flow gap easily happens, the business patterns of supply 
chain finance may be divided into financing for accounts receivable, financing for prepayment and 
financing for stock. 
3. Existing Problems and Deficiencies of Business Operation of Domestic Supply Chain Finance 
In practice, 70%-80% of supply chain finance businesses provided by domestic commercial banks are 
bill financing, that is, the financing provided for enterprises is not in cash but in the bank acceptance 
based on many constraints. For instance, when the core enterprises assume the associated guarantee 
liability for distributors, generally, a branch of a bank checks the credit line of the core enterprise, and the 
core enterprise submits the distributors list to the leading bank and makes commitment to assume the 
associated guarantee liability for bank financing by the distributors in the list. Another branch of the bank 
as the assistant bank is authorized to handle bank acceptances for the distributors to provide the special 
fund for payment for the goods of the core enterprise in accordance with the Purchase and Sales Contract 
entered into by and between the distributors and the core enterprise. The business process is shown in 
Fig.2.[9] After receiving the bank acceptances, the core enterprise may choose to hold them or pay them to 
other enterprises, and the bank is committed to make the payment on maturity of such acceptance to the 
holder unconditionally. The distributors shall pay the full deposit to the bank before the maturity, or the 
bank will retain the 0.005% interest regarding the unpaid deposit. 
If the core enterprise fails to assume the associated guarantee liability, the bank still issues bank 
acceptances for the distributors’ procurement from the core enterprise, but the core enterprise would be 
required to send the goods to logistics warehouses of a third party designated by the bank. After the 
distributor has made deposit, the bank will ask the third party to send to the distributor goods with the 
value equivalent to the deposit paid by the distributors. In addition, even if a supplier has the accounts 
receivable from the core enterprises, the financing provided by the bank is still by means of bank 
acceptances. Visibly, even if the bank has controlled the ownership of goods and credits of the supporting 
enterprises, it still can’t provide cash financing free from worries.  
It is easy to see that the current financing products under the domestic supply chain finance business 
are based on bank credit. Actually, this has shifted the supply chain transaction risk to the bank. From the 
angle of the banks, there are two reasons why the banks are willing to assume risks and provide financing 
taking advantages of their credit: on one hand, they may ease the financial pressure on SMEs and gain 
profits by absorbing more customers; on the other, they may avoid the higher credit risk caused by 
providing cash financing. Further, it is difficult to guarantee the rapid transaction based on supply chain 
and control the transaction risk. In promotion of their supply chain financial products, banks always 
emphasize that the supply chain finance means the supply chain members are provided with financing in 
consideration of the operation status of the whole supply chain and on the basis of actual transaction 
background. However, due to restrictions from the technology and information environment in a 
transaction, generally, the seller gives the commercial invoice to the purchaser before selling; the manager 
responsible for account payable of the purchaser checks the invoice and orders, then gives the orders to 
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the receiver for approval, and submits the orders to the top management for funding approval; finally, the 
approved bill is sent to the bank for transfer. The process has the following existing problems: the 
transaction operation flow is long, both time consuming and labor consuming; also, it is prone to cause 
operation errors; meanwhile, 80% of the transaction process relies on paper documents, which increases 
the transaction cost and is hard to control risks. Ultimately, the reason is that the transaction information 
has low transparency and visibility. Even if a range of risk prevention methods are available, they still 
can’t prevent the supporting enterprises from committing fraud, and other risks. For instance, in the 
process of financing for accounts receivable, the borrower may determine the sales revenue before 
completion of transaction and use the sales invoices for financing application, but the transaction may fail 
eventually. While financing, the information asymmetry often pushes the bank to a weak position, which 
directly results in the situation that all the financing products under the current business pattern of the 
supply chain finance rely on bank credit. 
4. Innovation of Operation Pattern of Supply Chain Finance Through Building Visualized Platform 
4.1 Application of Technical Platform in Supply Chain Finance in Foreign Countries 
The supply chain finance emphasizes mutual benefit. Therefore, parties involved in the supply chain 
shall establish cooperation between them, share technical information and increase the visibility of the 
supply chain, which have been made possible through building the technical platform. In the practice of 
supply chain finance in foreign countries, most has been involved in the application of the technical 
platform. Some financial institutions directly provide the technical platform and financing and some only 
provide financing, with the technical platform offered by the third party. The technical platform of the 
supply chain finance can automatize the payment, information and file exchange among the purchaser, the 
seller, the financial institution and other parties involved. This technology is vital for the reason that it has 
contributed to the visibility of the transaction information among the purchaser, the seller and the financial 
institution and offered real-time transaction background and basis for the time and amount of the 
financing furnishing by the financial institution. According to Michael Lamoureux (2008), technical 
providers are the enabler of the supply chain finance. They have offered a platform connecting the 
commodity transaction and financing transaction. This platform is capable of transparentizing key events 
in the supply chain and supplying the completion marks of several transaction segments to work as the 
"financing trigger".[10] Obviously, foreign financial institutions base their supply chain financing on the 
key events of the supply chain, like the allocation of purchase orders and the approval of invoices. 
Through this platform, the financial institution, besides searching and obtaining such data as when the key 
event takes place and when ends, can respond to the financing demand from enterprises. The 
automatization of the data and information has greatly reduced the financing cost; the transparent and 
visible transaction information has far lowered the financing risks. Domestically, the low transparency 
and visibility of the supply chain information have brought about great difficulty to banks in the loan 
evaluation stage. In financing, banks stress that the notes shall match the letter of credit. Yet, the fact is 
that notes can be falsified and that enterprises can act in collusion, which has led to the information 
asymmetry between enterprises and banks. As a result, banks can only provide financing according to the 
banker's credit, which is the source causing the gap between China and foreign countries when it comes to 
the supply chain finance. Consequently, the building of the supply chain visualized platform will 
effectively solve the problem of non-transparency and low visibility of the information. 
4.2  Modeling of Supply Chain Visualization Platform 
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With the support from the supply chain lab of our university and by utilizing the integrated gateway 
and visualization technology of GXS Company, a supply chain information platform based on the 
visualized order, visualized logistics and visualized stock will be set up to connect the information 
systems like ERP, WMS and logistics from enterprises involved in the supply chain and logistic 
enterprises. This platform can display the transaction status and the cash flow by means of data and chart. 
If banks, through cooperating with key enterprises and coordinating with other suppliers and distributors, 
can build a supply chain visualization platform, including the visualization of order, stock and logistics, 
and realize the automatic exchange of data via gateway, they will make it possible to transparentize and 
share the financial transaction information. 
1) Operation model of order visualization 
The order visualization interface is capable of providing credit evidence to banks, displaying the whole 
supply chain cooperation flow, from forecast, ordering, order cooperation to the shipping, acceptance and 
finance, and tracking the status of orders. Such true order information can work as reference in loan 
evaluation by financial institutions like banks so that banks can grant credit base on such reference. The 
operation model is shown in Fig.3: 
The downstream enterprise has made a purchase order with its ERP system and this order will be 
automatically transmitted to the visualization platform through the gateway. Then, the upstream supplier 
can log on the visualization platform to check the order sent by the downstream enterprise and decide 
whether to accept or reject this order, which makes the confirmation stage. After the supplier has 
confirmed this order, it shall make the shipping according to the order. The downstream enterprise shall 
confirm the acceptance of goods after receiving the goods. Then, the upstream enterprise shall issue the 
invoice, which will then be received by the downstream enterprise, which shall then make the payment. In 
the whole process, the visualization platform displays the status of the order. The bank can check the 
status by logging on the visualization platform, which has effectively solved the problem of information 
asymmetry.  
2) Operation model of logistic visualization 
Logistic visualization platform, the realtime service based on the network trusteeship, is capable of 
tracking goods on the way and displaying the state of the goods shipment and arrival. This platform can 
monitor the logistic performance status, including the resource state and information of the supply 
logistics, production logistics and sales logistics as well as the logistic service providers. The bank can 
learn about the circulation of goods from the real-time information of the goods acceptance in the 
purchase order and the shipment in the sales order, so as to monitor the risks and operation level of the 
goods, control and ownership of goods and track the supply chain order through the logistic dispatching 
time and place. 
3) Operation model of stock visualization 
The stock visualization platform is capable of visualizing the stocks of each segment in the supply 
chain, to monitor the stocks of upstream and downstream enterprises, strengthen the force of control over 
the bank's ownership of the goods and the value of such goods. The stock information mainly includes the 
raw material stock of manufacturers in the upstream, the in-process/finished/semi-finished products of 
manufacturing enterprises in the mid-stream and the sales stock of distributors in the downstream. All the 
information can be obtained from the WMS system of enterprises involved. Such information as the 
delivery and warehousing of goods is definite, which can effectively prevent the external fraudulence 
when the third party takes charge of goods. Especially, when such goods are used for hypothecation and 
financing, the third party can carry out real-time monitoring over the turnover ratio of stock, the maximum 
stock and the cash flow from the stock. 
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4.3 Thinking and Research on Innovating Supply Chain Finance Through Building Visualization 
Platform 
Chinese commercial banks may use the practical experience of foreign financial institutions for 
reference, utilize the true transaction information from the visualization platform as the basis for financing 
and take the occurrence of key events in the supply chain as the financing trigger. More importantly, a risk 
evaluation system applicable to the supply chain finance by using the visualization platform, which will 
bring a revolution to the business pattern of the supply chain finance. 
First of all, the visualization platform can track parameters like the order, logistics and stock state to 
build a physical supply chain risk platform, which can perform real-time monitoring over the whole 
supply chain and the risks of enterprises involved. In case of abnormal events of the supply chain, the 
platform will be triggered to send out warning. A risk and performance indicator evaluation system of the 
physical supply chain shall be built. This indicator system includes the following aspects: the supply chain 
based order, logistic and stock visualization indicator system; indicator system for the financial status of 
enterprises involved; indicator system for the operation system of the supply chain. 
Secondly, the risk indicators of the physical supply chain are translated into the risk indicators of the 
financial supply chain, to realize the cash flow visualization based on the order visualization, stock 
visualization and logistic visualization. Namely, the risk indicators of the physical supply chain are 
translated to the risk value of the financial supply chain. In this way, the bank can decide the credit 
granting limit of the enterprise according to the operation status of the physical supply chain, the risk 
value of the financial supply chain and the financial status of the enterprises involved and take the 
occurrence of the key events of the supply chain as the financing trigger, ultimately to make online 
response to the financing application from enterprises. 
Finally, through the supply chain visualization platform, banks can learn about the actual operation 
status of the physical supply chain and financial supply chain from different dimensions, grasp the true 
transaction information to monitor the segments of the supply chain and the total cash flow. The first 
innovation point lies in that under the new financing pattern, the transparency and sharing of data and the 
building of the supply chain finance risk system will change the financing pattern based on the banker's 
credit. The second one rests with that the risk control methods can be improved. Namely, banks can lower 
financing risks without multiple risk controlled variables and post-loan operations and at the same time, 
simplify trivial procedures caused by the use of acceptance bills and letter of credit. 
In a word, the application of the supply chain visualization platform can, from the aspect of banks, 
reduce the operation cost and credit cost for carrying out the businesses of the supply chain finance and 
innovate the financing products to attract more clients. For key enterprises, the application of the platform 
can further intensify control over the upstream and downstream enterprises. For supporting enterprises, 
the effectiveness, veritableness and controllableness of the ownership of goods and financial claim can 
help them get more financing from banks to solve financial problems. For the whole supply chain, the 
sharing of information can reduce uncertainties in the supply chain like the bullwhip effect, elevate the 
performance level of the whole supply chain so that banks can further inject funds and realize benign 
circulation and mutual benefit. 
5. Conclusion 
By referring to the experience in supply chain finance in foreign countries, this paper has put forward 
the method of building a supply chain visualization platform to bring innovations to the business pattern 
of the supply chain finance in China. This is feasible and has the significance of reference. Yet, it requires 
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further research on how to build the physical supply chain risk platform and the financial supply chain 
risk platform based on the visualization platform. 
 
Fig.1 Schematic Diagram of the Cash Flow Gap 
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Fig.3 Operation Model of Order Visualization 
 
